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Abstract—Quantum cloud computing is a promising paradigm
for efficiently provisioning quantum resources (i.e., qubits) to
users. In quantum cloud computing, quantum cloud providers
provision quantum resources in reservation and on-demand
plans for users. Literally, the cost of quantum resources in the
reservation plan is expected to be cheaper than the cost of
quantum resources in the on-demand plan. However, quantum
resources in the reservation plan have to be reserved in advance
without information about the requirement of quantum circuits
beforehand, and consequently, the resources are insufficient, i.e.,
under-reservation. Hence, quantum resources in the on-demand
plan can be used to compensate for the unsatisfied quantum
resources required. To end this, we propose a quantum resource
allocation for the quantum cloud computing system in which
quantum resources and the minimum waiting time of quantum
circuits are jointly optimized. Particularly, the objective is to
minimize the total costs of quantum circuits under uncertainties
regarding qubit requirement and minimum waiting time of
quantum circuits. In experiments, practical circuits of quantum
Fourier transform are applied to evaluate the proposed qubit
resource allocation. The results illustrate that the proposed qubit
resource allocation can achieve the optimal total costs.

Index Terms—Qubit, quantum circuit, quantum cloud com-
puting, quantum computer, resource allocation, stochastic pro-
gramming.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKS

Quantum cloud computing [6] opens up a new potential

to address large-scale simulation and optimization problems

in communication and network systems. Through superpo-

sition, entanglement, and interference of quantum bits, i.e.,

qubits, quantum cloud computing can outperform classical

cloud computing and existing supercomputers by speeding up

computations and reducing energy consumption. In the Noisy

Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) era [1], [2], quantum

cloud computing offered by AWS [7], IBM [5], and Azure [8]

is beginning to show its capabilities by transforming the

existing fields of machine learning, security, and finance.

In quantum cloud computing, quantum resources such as

qubits are scarcer and more expensive than in traditional cloud

computing [3]. In particular, the performance of quantum

computing is affected not only by the number of qubits but also

by the depth of the quantum circuit and the noise at each point

of the quantum circuit [4]. First, the scale of quantum cloud

computing determines the size of the quantum computing

task that can be encoded and solved. Second, the quality

indicates the size of quantum circuits that can be implemented

and executed for quantum computing tasks and algorithms.

Finally, the speed of quantum cloud computing depends on

the number of quantum circuits and the number of executions

that a quantum computer can perform per unit of time.

Similar to traditional cloud computing [17], a quantum

cloud user must acquire the required quantum computing

resources from the quantum cloud service provider through

a subscription. During execution, quantum cloud operators

specify the computation demand and parameters to be pro-

vided in terms of qubits, depending on the difficulty of each

user’s computing task. Users can acquire quantum computing

resources from the quantum cloud operator through both

reservation and on-demand plans. Specifically, the quantum

cloud user reserves the quantum computing resources from

the quantum cloud operator according to an estimated task

difficulty and waiting time expected by the user. During the

execution of the quantum computing task, the quantum cloud

user also purchases additional quantum computing resources

from the operator in case of insufficient reserved quantum

computing resources under uncertainties of qubit requirement.

In addition, the quantum cloud user has to wait until the

quantum circuit (i.e., computing task) is successfully executed.

In related research works, the resource allocation mod-

els in distributed quantum computing were presented

in [9], [10], [11], and [12]. However, the existing works

do not consider the problem of jointly optimizing the qubit

resource allocation and waiting time for quantum circuits in

quantum cloud computing. In addition, current works omit the

uncertainties of the number of qubits and the waiting time of

quantum circuits that affect the total costs of quantum circuits.

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows:

• We propose a quantum resource allocation for the quan-

tum cloud computing system for jointly optimizing the

cost of quantum circuits under the uncertainty of quan-

tum applications and waiting time. Specifically, a two-

stage stochastic programming (SP) model is proposed

to minimize the total costs of quantum circuits under

uncertainties of qubit requirements and waiting time of

quantum circuits.

• We show the preeminent performance of the proposed

model by experimenting with the circuit requirement of
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quantum Fourier transform (QFT) under practical quan-

tum computing programming environments

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
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Fig. 1: Quantum cloud computing environment.

We consider the system model of quantum cloud computing

illustrated in Fig. 1. We consider that the system model com-

prises users, a qubit resource operator, quantum providers, and

quantum computers. The users possess quantum circuits that

will be executed on quantum computers of quantum providers.

A set of quantum circuits is denoted as C. Along with the

quantum circuits submitted to quantum providers, the users

request a certain number of qubits and specify the waiting time

for the quantum circuits that will be successfully completed.

The quantum providers provide users with quantum computing

resources (i.e., qubits in quantum computers). The set of

quantum providers is denoted as P . Quantum computers,

which can support quantum circuits execution, with different

numbers of qubits are located in quantum data centers and

managed by quantum providers. The set of quantum computers

in quantum provider p is denoted as Mp.

In this paper, we consider the number of qubits required

by users and the waiting time of the quantum circuits as

uncertain demand and requirement, respectively. In quantum

computing resource provisioning, the quantum providers offer

the users two subscription plans that consist of the reservation

plan and the on-demand plan, similar to the payment plans

of conventional cloud computing [16], [17]. The cost of the

reservation plan is lower than that of the on-demand plan.

Let Rqp
c,p

, Uqp
c,p

, and Oqp
c,p

denote a reservation cost of qubit, a

utilized cost of qubit, an on-demand cost of qubit for quantum

circuit c charged by provider p, respectively.

The quantum providers will charge the users when quantum

computing resources are reserved or utilized. We consider that

there are three phases of operations [16], [17]: reservation, uti-

lization, and on-demand for provisioning quantum computing

resources. In the reservation phase, quantum providers provi-

sion quantum computing resources without information about

users’ demands. Afterward, the utilization phase is activated

when the computing resources reserved in the reservation

phase are used to execute the quantum circuits. Nevertheless,

if the computing resources reserved in the reservation phase

cannot satisfy all the demands, the quantum providers can

provide the computing resources in the on-demand phase to

fulfill the unfulfilled demands. In addition, the users need

the quantum circuits to be executed successfully and as fast

as possible. Therefore, we consider that users can specify

the waiting time for the quantum circuits (i.e., αc,ω) to be

successfully executed. The cost of over-waiting time will be

charged, i.e., as a penalty, to quantum providers if the quantum

circuits execution cannot be finished by the time specified by

users. Let P pt
c,p

denote a penalty cost of over-waiting time of

quantum circuit c from provider p and texe
c,p,m

denote a real

execution time of quantum circuit c executed on quantum

computer m of provider p.

When the execution time of circuit c executed on machine

m of provider p is higher than the waiting time of circuit c

specified by the user (i.e., texe
c,p,m

> αc,ω), the over-waiting

time (i.e., yc,p,m,ω > 0) occurs and the cost of over-waiting

time is charged to provider p. Otherwise, there is no over-

waiting time of circuit c (i.e., yc,p,m,ω = 0) since quantum

machine m executes quantum circuit c on time.

Therefore, quantum providers face a stochastic optimization

problem to minimize the total cost (i.e., the cost associ-

ated with provisioning quantum computing resources and the

penalty cost of over-waiting time) while satisfying uncertain-

ties of users’ demands and waiting time for quantum circuits.

The qubit resource operator is introduced to provision the

number of quantum computing resources to support quantum

circuits and to reduce the over-waiting time for quantum

circuits. The qubit resource operator is developed based on

the two-stage SP.

III. QUBIT RESOURCE ALLOCATION FORMULATION

A. Model Description

The optimization is based on the two-stage SP. The decision

variables in the optimization are defined as follows:

• xr
c,p,m

denotes a non-negative integer variable represent-

ing the number of qubits that are reserved for quantum

circuit c on quantum computer m of provider p in the

reservation phase.

• xu
c,p,m,ω

denotes a non-negative integer variable repre-

senting the number of qubits that are utilized by quantum

circuit c on quantum computer m of provider p.

• xo
c,p,ω

denotes a non-negative integer variable represent-

ing the number of on-demand qubits that are utilized by

quantum circuit c in provider p.

• yc,p,m,ω denotes a positive real variable representing

the over-waiting time of quantum circuit c running on

quantum computer m of provider p.

We consider uncertainties of the number of qubits required

by quantum circuits and the waiting time for quantum circuits

to be completed. Let Bc and Ec respectively denote the set

of the possible number of qubits required by quantum circuit

c from a user and the set of execution time for the quantum

circuit c, which are expressed as follows:

Bc = {βc1, βc2, . . . , βcϕ}, Ec = {αc1, αc2, . . . , αc̟}. (1)



Where ϕ and ̟ are the last indexes of elements in the finite

sets Bc and Ec, respectively. Let ω̃ denote the composite

random variable expressed as follows:

ω̃ ∈
{

(

β̃c, α̃c

)

∣

∣

∣
β̃c ∈ Bc, α̃c ∈ Ec

}

. (2)

Where β̃c and α̃c denote the random variables of the number

of qubits required by circuit c from a user and the waiting

time for quantum circuit c, respectively.

B. Optimization Formulation

The SP with the random variable ω̃ can be transformed into

the deterministic equivalence problem [18]. The composite

random variable ω̃ can be described by a scenario. Let ω

denote the scenario that is the realization of a random variable.

The value of the random variable can be taken from a set of

scenarios. Let Ω denote the set of all scenarios (i.e., a scenario

space) in the second stage. Ω is defined as Ω = Bc×Ec, where

× is the Cartesian product. Bc and Ec as defined in Eq. (1)

are the sets of the possible number of qubits and waiting time

for quantum circuit c, respectively. The expectation of the SP

model is defined as the weighted sum given the probability of

each scenario in P(ω).

min
xr

c,p,m
,xo

c,p,m,ω
,yc,p,m,ω

∑

c∈C

∑

p∈P

∑

m∈Mp

xr
c,p,m

Rqp
c,p

+

∑

c∈C

∑

p∈P

∑

m∈Mp

∑

ω∈Ω

P(ω)(xu
c,p,m,ω

Uqp
c,p

+

xo
c,p,m,ω

Oqp
c,p

+ yc,p,m,ωP
pt
c,p

) (3)

s.t. xu
c,p,m,ω

≤ xr
c,p,m

,

∀c ∈ C, ∀p ∈ P , ∀m ∈ Mp, ∀ω ∈ Ω, (4)

xu
c,p,m,ω

+ xo
c,p,m,ω

≥ βc,ω,

∀c ∈ C, ∀p ∈ P , ∀m ∈ Mp, ∀ω ∈ Ω, (5)

texe
c,p,m

≤ αc,ω + yc,p,m,ω,

∀c ∈ C, ∀p ∈ P , ∀m ∈ Mp, ∀ω ∈ Ω, (6)

xr
c,p,m

≤ Qqbt
p,m

, ∀c ∈ C, ∀p ∈ P , ∀m ∈ Mp, (7)

xr
c,p,m

, xu
c,p,m,ω

, xo
c,p,m,ω

∈ Z
∗ and yc,p,m,ω ∈ R

+,

∀c ∈ C, ∀p ∈ P , ∀m ∈ Mp, ∀ω ∈ Ω. (8)

The objective function in Eq. (3) is to minimize the total

costs of qubit utilization and penalty due to over-waiting time

for executing all quantum circuits. The decision variables

xu
c,p,m,ω

, xo
c,p,m,ω

, and yc,p,m,ω are determined under scenario

ω (ω ∈ Ω), which represents that the number of qubits required

by quantum circuits and waiting time for quantum circuits are

observed when ω is available.

The constraint in Eq. (4) ensures that the number of qubits

utilized by quantum circuits does not exceed the number of

qubits reserved in the first stage. The constraint in Eq. (5)

ensures that the sum of the number of utilized qubits and on-

demand qubits must satisfy the total qubit requirements of the

quantum circuit (i.e., the number of qubits). The constraint in

Eq. (6) ensures that the waiting time of the quantum circuit

(αc,ω) is satisfied. If the execution time of quantum circuit c

executed on quantum computer m of the quantum provider p

(texe
c,p,m

) is more than the waiting time of quantum circuit c,

adding the over-waiting time of quantum circuit c (yc,p,m,ω)

will be charged. The constraint in Eq. (7) ensures that the

number of qubits reserved for quantum circuits is not more

than the maximum number of qubits of the quantum providers

(Qqbt
p,m

). The constraint in Eq. (8) ensures that all decision

variables are non-negative integers except for yc,p,m,ω that is

a positive real decision variable.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Parameter Setting

We consider the quantum cloud computing system shown

in Fig. 1 which comprises three quantum cloud providers,

each with two quantum computers. We set Qqbt
p,m

= 30 for

the maximum number of qubits of each quantum computer

m in provider p. We initially set P pt
c,p

= 10$ for the penalty

cost of the waiting time for the quantum circuit c handled

by provider p. For cost values of provider p to be charged

for executing the quantum circuit c, we initially set Rqp
c,p

=

1.68$ [5], Uqp
c,p

= 0.1$, and Oqp
c,p

= 7$ for the reservation

cost, utilization cost, and on-demand cost, respectively. We

consider the quantum circuits of QFT [13]. We experiment

with the quantum circuits with different numbers of qubits of

QFT. The execution time of quantum circuit c executed on

quantum computer m of provider p (texe
c,p,m

) is measured from

the Qiskit simulation [13]. We implement and solve the SP

model by using GAMS/CPLEX solver [19].

For the SP model, the random number of qubits required by

the quantum circuit is ranged between 10 and 22 qubits (i.e.,

βc,ω ∈ {10, . . . , 22}) while the random waiting time of the

quantum circuit is ranged between 0.001 and 0.009 seconds

(i.e., αc,ω ∈ {0.001, . . . , 0.009}). We consider both random

variables with uniform distribution for ease of presentation.

B. Numerical Results

1) Quantum Circuits and Execution Times of QFT: We

perform experiments with the QFT’s quantum circuits imple-

mented by Qiskit [13] to illustrate the execution time of the

quantum circuits with different numbers of qubits.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the execution time of QFT imple-

mented by Qiskit [13] under different encoded numbers. In

Fig. 2(a), the execution time of QFT with the encoded number

= 1023 (i.e., |x̃〉 = | ˜1023〉) is the highest value since the high

number of qubits is used to represent the encoded number

and to be calculated in QFT. For example, the number 1023

is represented by 10 qubits which are 1111111111 in binary

representation and the depth of the quantum circuit of the

encoded number = 1023 has the longest path. Therefore, we

can explain that the high value of the encoded number and

the depth of the quantum circuit directly affect the execution

time that is obtained by the Qiskit simulation of the QFT.
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Fig. 2: (a) The execution time of QFT under different

encoded numbers (|x̃〉), (b) The optimal solution of SP

model under different numbers of reserved qubits for QFT’s

quantum circuits, and (c) The solution of SP model under

different numbers of reserved qubits and waiting time.

2) Cost Structure Analysis: We illustrate the performance

of the SP model to achieve the optimal solution which is

illustrated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In addition, we present the

effects of the number of over- and under-reserved qubits and

the under-arranged waiting time of the quantum circuit on the

solution. In Fig. 2(b), we present the optimal solution in the

case of the number of reserved qubits varied. In Fig. 2(c),

we present the optimal solution in the case of the number of

reserved qubits and the arranged waiting time varied.

In Fig. 2(b), the first-stage cost linearly increases when the

number of reserved qubits grows. However, the second-stage

cost sharply decreases when the required number of qubits

is observed in the second stage. This is due to the fact that

the cost of qubits in the on-demand phase (i.e., the second

stage) is higher than that of qubits in the reservation phase

(i.e., the first stage). As a result, at the number of reserved

qubits of 10, the optimal solution that is the first-stage cost is

equal to the total cost obtained while the second-stage cost is

0. The reason is that the number of reserved qubits in the first

stage satisfies the demands (i.e., the number of qubits required

by quantum circuits) and therefore the number of on-demand

qubits in the second stage does not utilize. In addition, after

the number of reserved qubits is 10, the total cost and the

first-stage cost still increase since it has a penalty cost to be

charged for the number of over-reserved qubits. Therefore,

over-provisioning and under-provisioning of the number of

qubits have a significant effect on the total cost and the first-

stage cost. In Fig. 2(c), we investigate the optimal solution

when the number of reserved qubits and the waiting time of

quantum circuits are varied. The results are clearly shown that

the optimal solution as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) is obtained by

the SP model. The optimal solution in Fig. 2(c) is (10, 0.010)

which means that the optimal number of reserved qubits is 10

qubits while the arranged waiting time is 0.010 seconds. In

addition, we observe that the total cost in Fig. 2(c) is higher

than the total cost in Fig. 2(b) since the penalty cost of under-

arranged waiting time of the quantum circuits is charged to the

total cost in Fig. 2(c). The under-arranged waiting time of the

quantum circuit is from the execution time of the quantum

circuit executed on the quantum computer of the provider

(texe
c,p,m

) minus the arranged waiting time of the quantum circuit

(ᾱc,ω).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the qubit resource allo-

cation for quantum circuits in the quantum cloud computing

system, where the number of qubits and the minimum waiting

time of quantum circuits are efficiently provisioned. We have

formulated the qubit resource allocation for quantum circuits

as the two-stage SP model to minimize the total costs of

qubits and the waiting time under uncertainties of the qubit

requirement and the waiting time. In experiments, practical

quantum circuits of the QFT have been applied to evaluate the

performance of the proposed model. The results have clearly

shown that the proposed model has distinctly achieved the

optimal costs of qubits and waiting time. In addition, you can

look at [20] for more information of this paper.

For future work, we will investigate the impact of various

probability distributions of the qubit requirement and the

waiting time on the total cost. In addition, we will formulate

the multi-stage SP model to solve optimization problems with

many decision stages of qubit resource provision.
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